
We Audit Your Hotel Content Across Top Third-Party Channels

So That You Don't Have To

Accurate hotel information is a key factor in the buying decisions of online consumers. For hotels that have rebranded, renovated, recently

opened, and even those with an enduring market presence, it is critical for your property to be found and accurately represented on the

ever-evolving core anchor points for travel search. PropertyVIEW® can help!

PropertyVIEW® Content Monitor

Unique in the industry, our proprietary PropertyVIEW® Content

Monitor was built by hotels for hotels and features Artificial

Intelligence and Machine-Learning combined with human

ingenuity to provide the industry's most flexible and

comprehensive content verification solution.

The PropertyVIEW® Dashboard provides an unparalleled view

of hotel content accuracy across third-party channels for hotel

owners, management companies, chains, and independents.

From multi-chain and brand portfolio summaries down to the

individual, fine-granularity details on a per channel and per

property basis, PropertyVIEW®'s dashboard reporting

revolutionizes the content audit process.

How It Works

PropertyVIEW® proactively audits your hotel descriptive

information, amenities, and photos on the top channels that you

care about and many others that you may not even know are

displaying your property. 

As inaccuracies, errors, and omissions are identified,

PropertyVIEW® captures the Content Accuracy Score for

your review on the dashboard while our experienced team of

hotel content analysts works with channels to facilitate the

necessary updates and as often as needed.

Channels Audited Include

PropertyVIEW® monitors your content on top revenue-producing and high visibility channels.

Hotelier Benefits

• Ongoing proactive monitoring and correction of content errors and omissions across top revenue-producing channels

• Accurate content can lead to increased visibility, competitiveness, ratings, and most importantly, revenue performance

• A team of experienced hotel content analysts as an extended arm of your online marketing team to handle the blocking and tackling of

content updates, which frees up your team to focus on more strategic pursuits

Who Uses PropertyVIEW®

You're In Good Company. Revenue Management, Marketing, and eCommerce teams from the world's top hotel companies use

PropertyVIEW® to ensure that their property information and photos on third-party websites and intermediaries stay up to date.  

GET STARTED

http://hotelport.co/propertyview-enrollment-form/
https://www.hotelport.co

